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Minister commissions 150MVA transformer in Kumbotso

Yola Disco, TCN sign SLA

Covid 19 delays implementation of major projects in 2020

WAPP holds 48th Executive Board Meeting in Lome

FG commissions TCNs new 120MVA Substation in Gagarawa

Power minister defends budget



 brand new 2x60MVA, 
132/33kV transmission As u b s t a t i o n  h a s  b e e n  

commissioned in Gagarawa Local 
Government Area of Jigawa State, on 

thSaturday, 28  November, 2020.

The Minister of Power, Engr. Sale 
Mamman, who commissioned the 
project, expressed his delight at the 
completion of the substation, 
describing it as yet another 
demonstration of the commitment of 
t h e  M u h a m m a d u  B u h a r i  
Administration to reposition the 
energy  sec tor  f or  maximum 
performance.

According to him, the new substation 
would upgrade power supply to the 
Jigawa industrial hub and stimulate 
economic activities in the area, 
t h e r e b y  i n c r e a s i n g  r e v e n u e  
generation in Jigawa State and its 
environs while boosting electricity 
supply  to  the  severa l  l oca l  
government areas within the state. 

In his address at the occasion, the Ag. 
MD/CEO TCN, Engr. Sule Abdulaziz 
described the project as another 
milestone in the collective resolve of 
the Transmission Company of 
Nigeria under his watch to take the 
Nigerian Power Sector to the next 
level of efficiency and effectiveness.

According to him, due to the critical 
role of electricity to national 
development, TCN would continue to 
execute projects aimed at expanding 
the transmission network by 
investing in critical transmission 
lines and substation projects across 
the country.

Engr. Abdulaziz used the occasion to 
introduce a new roadmap for TCN, 
which he said would guide the 
company's operations in 2021. He 
thanked President Buhari for his 
"avowed" commitment towards 
addressing power sector challenges in 
the country. He equally expressed his 
appreciation to the Hon. Minister of 

Power for his determination to ensure 
that this administration's goal for the 
power sector is achieved, as well as 
the governor and people of Jigawa 
State for their cooperation during the 
execution of the project.

His Excellency, the Executive 
Governor of Jigawa State, Alhaji 
Mohammed Badaru Abubakar had 
earlier in his speech equally 
commended President Buhari, the 
Hon. Minister and the Ag. MD/CEO of 
TCN for completing the Gagarawa 
project which he said had been 
ongoing for several years.

The Gagarawa transmission project 
was executed by Messrs. Power 
Control Limited led by its Managing 
Director Mr. Saran Mano. With the 
commissioning of the new substation, 
TCN has further increased the 
capacity of the nation's grid and more 
directly, increased bulk power supply 
in Jigawa State and environs by 
96MW.  

FG COMMISSIONS TCN'S NEW 120MVA
 SUBSTATION IN GAGARAWA

By Maimuna Isah-Ladan 
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Middle Minister of Power, Engr Sale Mamman flanked on the right by Ag MD/CEO TCN
Engr. Sule Abdulaziz during the commissioning of 150MVA Transformer in Kumbotso, Kano State
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Power Minister 
Explains Low Allocation to TCN

By Kazah Bili Akau

The Minister of Power, Engr Sale Mamman during the budget defence at the National Assembly Complex, Abuja
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The Chairman, Senate Committee on Power, Sen. Gabriel Suswan and Members of the Senate Committee on Power 

The Ag. MD/CEO TCN, Engr. Sule Ahmed Abdulaziz speaking during TCN’s budget 
defence before the Senate Committee on Power in Abuja
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s part of the ongoing 15th Session of the West ECOWAS Regional Electricity Market will equally 
African Power Pool (WAPP) General Assembly for contribute immensely to easing some of these challenges.Athe year, 2020, WAPP has held its 48th WAPP Giving the activity report of WAPP for the period January to 

Executive Board Meeting in Lome, Republic of Togo on the December, 2020, the Secretary General of WAPP, Mr. KI 
9th of December, 2020, chaired by the new WAPP Chairman Apolonaire Seingui said that despite the negative impact of 
and Ag. MD/CEO of TCN, Engr. Sule Ahmed Abdulaziz. the pandemic, WAPP has continued to make giant strides 

towards the implementation of a competitive regional 
Delivering his welcome address, the WAPP Chairman electricity market. He informed the board that the WAPP 
noted that the power sector, as the engine of every economy, membership had increased to 36 member utilities, with one 
has been significantly impacted by the ongoing global observer.
COVID-19 pandemic, leading to, in most cases, a reduction 
in electricity demand, financial stress and other The Sec. Gen. also spoke on the status of implementation of 
disruptions. He however commended the high level of work the various projects handled by the WAPP secretariat 
accomplished by WAPP inspite of the pandemic. which are at various stages of execution; these include the 

330kV WAPP North Core Interconnection Project linking 
The pandemic, he said, has raised several challenges for Nigeria to Niger, Benin/Togo and Burkina Faso, as well as 
people and institutions globally and WAPP is not exempted, the 330kV Median Core Interconnection Project that would 
as increasing unemployment and poverty has prevented connect Nigeria, Benin, Togo, Ghana and Cote d'Ivoire, 
many from paying their electricity bills. Payment delays, among others.
and sometimes delinquency of utility bills by end-
consumers, he continued, is having detrimental effect along On the establishment of Regional Electricity Market, he 
the electricity supply chain. said the Regional Market is the ultimate goal set for the 

WAPP by the ECOWAS Heads of State and Government 
With the effect of the pandemic on the supply / demand side and that the WAPP Information and Coordination Center 
of the value chain coupled with the already existing (WAPP ICC) which is the department in charge of activities 
liquidity crises, strategic options he said, must be deployed related to the Regional Market has done a lot towards 
to assist utilities bearing the brunt of the pandemic's establishing the Market in line with the WAPP Market 
negative consequences. He however expressed the Roadmap. Activities include the Implementation of the 
confidence that one of the long-term benefits of the Synchronization project of WAPP Interconnected Power 
ECOWAS Regional Electricity Market and Interconnected Systems and the improvement of Distribution Utilities 
Grid that WAPP is working to establish, will enhance the Performance targeting distribution loss reduction, among 
resilience of the electricity supply chain against such others.
ravaging events as the COVID-19 Pandemic, and that 
WAPP would pursue this rigorously. The WAPP Executive Board consists of 15 members, eleven 
 (11) permanent members, three (3) rotating members and 
Engr Abdulaziz encouraged the sharing of strategies and one (1) honorary member. The WAPP Executive Board 
collaboration among member utilities as well as the need to meeting precedes the Donors coordination Meeting and the 
volunteer solutions that can further enhance WAPP WAPP General Assembly.
resilience to the pandemic, noting that the realization of the 

WAPP HOLDS 48th EXECUTIVE BOARD 
MEETING IN LOME, TOGO
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Quotes
If you want to kill a big dream,
tell it to a small minded person

-Steve Harvey
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r. Christian Chinyeaka Ohaa has been 
appointed the Permanent Secretary Federal MMinistry of Power by the Federal Government. 

He is a seasoned Financial Administrator with several 
years of experience in private and public service at the 
federal and state levels.

Mr. Ohaa began his career in Public Service with Enugu 
State Education Commission. He later moved to the State 
Ministry of Finance, and subsequently to the office of the 
Accountant General where he rose to the enviable position 
of the Accountant General of the Enugu State. His record 
performance led to his appointment as a Commissioner in 
the State in 2006.

In 2007, Mr Ohaa transferred to the Federal Civil Service 
with his appointment as Deputy Director (Accounts), 
Federal Ministry of Labour and Productivity, and two 
years later in 2009 moved to the Ministry of Defense 
Headquarters, Abuja as Director (Internal Audit); he was 

also the Director (Finance and Account), Federal 
Ministry of Transport (2012-2013), and Director 
(Finance and Accounts), Federal Ministry of Water 
Resources (2013 - 2015)

Prior to his appointment in August 2020, as the 
Permanent Secretary, Ministry of Power, Mr. Ohaa had 
earlier been the Permanent Secretary in; Federal 
Ministry of Youths & Sports Development, November 
2015; Common Services office, Head of the Civil Service 
of the Federation from May to August 2017 and the 
Federal Capital Territory Administration, August 2017 
to August 2020.

He holds a Higher National Diploma (HND) in Finance 
from the Institute of Management and Technology 
(IMT), Enugu, a Post Graduate Diploma in Accounting 
and Finance as well as a Master in Business 
Administration (Banking and Finance) from Enugu 
State University of Science and Technology. He has also 
attended several professional training courses within 
and outside Nigeria.

He is a Fellow, Association of National Accountants of 
Nigeria (FCNA) and member, Chartered Institute of 
Taxation of Nigeria (CITN)

PERMANENT 
SECRETARY, 

FEDERAL MINISTRY OF POWER 
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YOLA DISCO, 
TCN, SIGN SERVICE LEVEL AGREEMENT 

L - R, GM Engineering, Engr. Geoffry Nwokoye, ED ISO, Engr. Maman Lawal, ED TSP, Engr. Victor Adewumi, Ag MD/CEO TCN 
Engr. Sule Ahmed Abdulaziz, GM MO, Engr. Edmond Eje, CEO Yola DISCO, Engr. Umaru Mustapha and Mrs. Nikky Umeh from the VP’s office 
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By Joy Egbase

T

TCN Management Led by Ag MD/CEO, Engr Sule Abdulaziz, Adamawa State Governor Ahmadu Fintiri and his team
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By Eric Ephraim Ene

h e  C h a i r m a n  o f  t h e  
Executive Board of West TAfrican Power Pool (WAPP), 

Engr. Sule  Abdulaziz, has 
attributed the delay in the execution 
of major projects within the 
ECOWAS Sub-region to the COVID-
19 pandemic that is ravaging the 
world.

Engr Abdulaziz, who is also the 
Acting Managing Director and Chief 
Executive Officer of Transmission 
Company of Nigeria (TCN), made 
this known in his opening address at 

ththe 47  Ordinary Session of WAPP 
Executive Board Meeting via video 

s tconference on Saturday, 21  
November 2020.

In his words, "the delay in the 
implementation of major projects 
this year was due to the COVID 19 

pandemic, which means that we will 
no longer be able to set 2020 as the 
starting year for competitive 
electricity trade in the ECOWAS 
sub-region".

Engr Abdulaziz, who presided over 
the meeting for the first time after 
his appointment, commended the 
management of WAPP for it's clear 
vision, "I would just like to say that 
WAPP reflects an institution that 
also has clear vision of what it wants 
and where it wants to go. It is an 
Institution that is the pride of its 
members" he said.

A c c o r d i n g  t o  h i m ,  f o r  t h e  
organization to be able to finance it’s 
various projects as well as increase 
its prestige among its technical and 
financial partners, all member 
countries should endeavor to pay 

their subscriptions on time.

He however expressed appreciation 
to the board members for the 
confidence reposed on him as the 
Executive Board Chairman, and 
promised to work with other 
members of the team to ensure the 
success of WAPP.

In his welcome address, the 
Secretary General of WAPP, Mr. 
S i e n g u i  A p p o l l i n a i r e  K I ,  
appreciated members for attending 
the meeting despite the difficult 
times experienced due to COVID 19 
pandemic.

He noted that the meeting will 
afford members the opportunity to 
consider the issues on the financial 
status of the organization as well as 
the regional grid emission factor for  
WAPP interconnected system.

WAPP CHAIRMAN: 
COVID 19 DELAYS IMPLEMENTATION 

OF MAJOR PROJECTS IN 2020 

Ag. MD/CEO and WAPP Chairman Engr. S.A. AbdulazizTCN Team at the WAPP meeting
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By Ndidi Mbah

he Transmission Company of Nigeria, TCN, is currently 
reconductoring the overloaded old Sokoto - Birnin Kebbi 132kV Single TCircuit Transmission Line with a high capacity transmission cable, to 

enable increase in bulk electricity transmission through the line. With this, 
Kaduna DisCo would have more electricity to resolve the poor power supply 
situation in Sokoto and environs.

The reconductoring work is in response to the current challenge of poor power 
supply voltage prevalent in that area, caused by the old undersized 132kV 
conductor currently in use by TCN. The conductor had become overloaded over 
the years due to massive increase in human population and attendant socio-
economic development in and around Sokoto State. The reconductoring work 
is crucial to rectify the low voltage and consequent poor power situation as well 
as enable electricity consumers enjoy more stable and quality power supply in 
that axis.

TCN commenced the reconductoring work on the 130 Kilometers Sokoto - 
thBirnin Kebbi 132kV Single Circuit Transmission line on Monday, 10  of 

November, 2020 and would expectedly complete by the third week of 
December, 2020. 

To ameliorate the effect of scheduled outages on electricity customers during 
the period of the line reconductoring, TCN works from 8am to 5pm daily, 
during which time there is no supply of electricity to the affected areas. 
Electricity supply is however restored every evening, from 5pm to 7am. On 
completion of the project, bulk electricity supply will increase by 70MW on 
that line route.

The Birnin Kebbi-Sokoto 132kV single circuit line was constructed in 1976, 
2with a 150mm  ACSR (wolf single) conductor which supplied 70 megawatts of 

electricity which has become grossly inadequate. The line spans from 
transmission towers 1 to 405, and covers a distance of 130 kilometers . At the 

2end of the project, the old 150mm  conductor would have been completely  
2replaced with a new GAP LYNX 185mm  ACSR (wolf single) conductor, which 

supplies 140 megawatts.

TCN 
COMMENCES  RECONDUCTORING COMMENCES  RECONDUCTORING 
OF SOKOTO – BIRNIN KEBBI  OF SOKOTO – BIRNIN KEBBI  SINGLE 
CIRCUIT 132kV TRANSMISSION LINE
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TCN REGIONAL 
                         TRANSMISSION 
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Master Degree in Engineering (M.Eng). He 
has acquired vast experience in several work 
centers, and has been member and team 
leader of several Task Forces in the company. 
He has also attended various seminars and 
courses within and outside Nigeria.

Engr Bakare is a member of the Council for 
the Regulation of Registered Engineers in 
Nigeria (COREN), Nigerian Society of 
Engineers (MNSE), British Safety Council Risk 
Assessment (BSCA), and the Nigerian 
Institute of Management (NIM) 

Engr. Kazeem Bakare is the Regional 
Transmission Manger (RTM), Osogbo 
Region. Before his appointment, Engr 
Bakare was the Assistant General Manager 
(AGM) Transmission, Enugu Sub-region.

Engr. Bakare holds a Higher National 
Diploma (HND) in Power and Machines 
from the Federal Polytechnic, Ado-Ekiti, 
Ekiti State, a Post Graduate Diploma (PGD) 
Electrical/Electronics Engineering from the 
Enugu State University of Science and 
Technology, from where he also obtained a 

RTM  REGIONOSOGBO
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330/33kV Transmission Substation

Switch Yard
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TCN MANAGEMENT MEETS WITH 
THE NATIONAL EXECUTIVE OF NUEE.

L-R ED-F&A, Mr. Ahmed Dutse, ED-TSP, Engr. Victor Adewumi, ED-ISO, Engr. Maman Lawal, 
ED-HR&CS Barr. Justin Dodo, Ag. MD/CEO, Engr. Sule Abdulaziz, Sec. Gen. NUEE, Comrade Joe Ajero 

Ag. MD/CEO, Engr. Sule Abdulaziz, Sec. Gen. NUEE, Comrade Joe Ajero 
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TCN MANAGEMENT CHARGES SSAEAC 
TO EMBRACE PEACE 
FOR INDUSTRIAL HARMONY By Eric Ephraim Ene

he Management of Transmission Company of Nigeria 
(TCN) has charged  members of the Senior Staff TAssociation of Electricity and Allied Companies 

(SSAEAC), to embrace peace for industrial harmony in the 
wake of several crisis with the union recently.

The Ag. MD/CEO of TCN, Engr. Sule Abdulaziz, gave the 
charge during the joint consultative meeting between TCN 

thManagement and SSAEAC on Thursday, 5  November 2020, in 
Abuja.

According to him, the 
meeting became imperative 
to allow the  Management 
and union rub mind together 
to resolve lingering issues 
and make way for peace, 
saying,
'' you must agree with me 
that there is nothing as good 
as peace to engender 
progress”

He urged the National body 
of the Association to make 
necessary efforts to resolve 
legal issues pending in the 
court and enumerated 
TCN's accomplishments 

within the short period of time he assumed office, 
which include wheeling and increased all-time 

thnational generation of 5,520.40MW on 30  October 
2020. Improved wheeling capacity, he said, means 
that TCN transmits more bulk electricity and 
invariably earns more revenue, he said.

The Ag. MD/CEO further stated that Management 
has promptly promoted staff that met the necessary 
qualifications; organized training programmes for 
various staff including seventy-three (73) retiring 
staff as well as 200 newly recruited pupil engineers 
among others. 

He called on the SSAEAC national body to put their 
house in order, unify the body and speak with one 
voice to maintain the needed industrial peace in the 
company.

In his remarks, the President General of SSAEC, 
Comrade Chris  Okonkwo,  applauded the 
Management of TCN for its desire to pursue peace and 
harmony within the company. He expressed the 
willingness of the union to support TCN Management 
to achieve industrial peace, saying that SSAEC is a 
partner in progress, and described the meeting as a 
positive step towards progress in the company. 

Ag. MD/CEO TCN, Engr. Sule Ahmed Abdulaziz and President General SSAEC

Attendees of the TCN Management and SSAEC meeting
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R e t i r e m e n t

Mr Augustine Olowosulu, Officer II (MVD) ISOMr Ajao, Onilude AM (HR) TSP Mr Sabastin Osuji, officer II (MVD) ISO

Mr Aniedu Akpan, Manager (Account) TSPMr Ademayowa Adewole, PM (Public Affairs) ISO

Mrs Rachael Bado Eyito-Ololo, AM (E-Payment) TSP and her Husband Mr Kingsley Ugochukwu, Officer I (AFD-PIU) TSP  and his wife

Mrs Nina Adamu Dodo, Officer I (ICT) TSP and her Husband Engr. Emmanuel Ekpo Isoh, Officer I (Procurement) TSP and his wife
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The Minister of Power, Engr. Sale Mamman commissioned TCN's brand new 2x60MVA 132/33kV Transmission Substation in Gagarawa, 
Jigawa State, today 28th November, 2020.

Commissioning of the new 150MVA 330/132kV  power transformer at Kumbotso Transmission substation, Kano State by the Hon. 
Minister of Power, Engr. Sale Mamman

The Minister of Power, accompanied by the Ag. MD/CEO, TCN and Sen. Orji Uzo Kalu inspect transmission substation projects abandoned 
in Arochukwu, Ohafia and Ubur-Ihechiowa, all in Abia State. The Minister pledged to review and re-award the contracts to ensure projects completion

TCN Management led by the Ag. MD/CEO TCN and Chairman of WAPP, Engr. Sule Abdulaziz in a virtual meeting with the SG of WAPP, 
MD/ CEOs of member utilities and donor agencies on the 330kV Nigeria-Benin/Togo Interconnection Reinforcement Project
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